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The unseen darkness
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-W/in the collaborative talked about gov role in multiple traumas that affected risk 
FASD/healthy pregnancy planning
-- deeply listening to perspective & lived experience; trust was not possible 
otherwise, not was planning

Historical and intergenerational trauma are emotional and psychological injuries 
that accumulate over time and across generations as a result of cultural genocide 
inflicted on AI/AN peoples. Historical trauma hinders effective partnerships between 
AI/AN communities and public health agencies, decreases utilization of public health 
services by AI/AN people, and contributes to health inequities.

Public health had a significant role in the cultural genocide of native people. 

• Forcibly sterilizing or coercing women (and men) into sterilization when in the 
justice, mental health, and child welfare systems. 
• Legalized in the early 1900s and enacted until 1983, the State of Oregon permitted 
involuntary sterilization, using it often as a condition of release from state 
institutions. 
• Clinical implications = preconception health, service utilization including 
reproductive health care, prenatal and postpartum care. 

Forced removal of Native children began in the 1870’s when Indian affairs was 
under the War department
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Richard Pratt, Army officer founded the first school at Carlisle Indian Industrial School 
in Pennsylvania

Philosophy: "A great general has said that the only good Indian is a dead one," Pratt 
said. "In a sense, I agree with the sentiment, but only in this: that all the Indian there 
is in the race should be dead. Kill the Indian in him, and save the man." 

This was a war tactic where hostile tribes and particularly children of leaders were 
taken hostage to pacify the community

Focus was on “civilizing” through discipline and punishment

High level of abuse, high death rates

Established in 1955 to take over Health Care from BIA with a goal of improving health 
care for Native Americans living on reservations. 

Poor administration

Lack of funding

Conducted involuntary surgical sterilizations of Native Women in the 1960-early 
1970’s
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During the slave trade, approximately 50 million people were captured & between 
10 to 15-million survived the journey (Burns, 2009) Source =Library of Congress

Slaves were not seen as human.

Blacks were written into the Constitution as 3/5ths of a person.

The economy of early America was dependent on free/slave labor.

After slavery was finally outlawed, social systems were created to maintain 
segregation of blacks from whites.  

1876—Jim Crow laws instituted to maintain this system.

1910-1970 The Great Migration

Two waves of mass movement of black residents out of the south into the north and 
west. 1.5 million moved out of the south between 1910-1930.  5 million moved out 
of the south between 1940-1970.  At the end of this migration, only 7% of blacks in 
the U.S. lived in the west!
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Make a few points of how many people you know who have one or more of these 
and how it is normalized. Tie back to contributing factors: IE commodidity foods led 
to Obesity and Diabetes, normalized through jokes, (fluffy dance) (Indian Love)
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May experience a sense of being different than anyone else

May feel that they don’t belong and have difficulty finding others who 
understand

May have difficulty incorporating two or more heritages into one ID

May experience racism from both groups

May experience pressure from one parent or group to ID with one group

Often ID with one parent and ambivalent to other, even feeling 
embarrassed/guilt by other parent

(This is from Caroline Cruz’s presentation)
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